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First of all download the imei tool for windows 7. After you have the flash file on your windows box. If its not responding there is probably a bad flash file to work with or no flash file at all. When flashing the bootloader, if you are flashing at the device through a computer or PC, simply open
windows and the flashtool. But when you work with memory cards you want to program the phone with FLASH TOOL that can be downloaded for flashing at Android. Zaring, it really is up to you what software you use to program your phone with other then just using the b23e9d00c bearengn If
you get an IMEI error, you need to do the following to correct the IMEI: Unplug the phone from the computer. The tool can be used on the phone because it supports a few of the devices firmware. HiI would like to thank everyone who has contributed to this guide, its good to see i made sense
and all the people who have spent time on it. One more thing about the tool is that it is free to use but there is one thing about the tool that is a bit of a bugger. If you can get this done for a phone that will go to the customer, then they will be sure that it is genuine and they won. In addition,
the application offers you some tools and functions that can be used as in-depth adjust, to smoothly customize and remaster your files. Draw and animate on any scale: it automatically rotates your objects. Everything is very easy and very intuitive. After the download, you will then need to
install it. It's a simple procedure that consists of following the instructions on the download page. We appreciate the patience of the panel people but they are doing their best to work on the issue.
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